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1 . EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Charitable giving in America is a cherished tradition. However, the actual practice is stuck: giving 
levels have remained static for over 40 years, hovering around 2% of GDP. And Americans aren’t 
necessarily giving more thoughtfully – most do not research before they give, and they tend to give 
to the same organizations year after year.  
 
How do we revitalize the giving tradition in America, to break through the 2% barrier and to build a 
dynamic giving tradition in which Americans give more, and give more thoughtfully?    
 
The premise behind the Money for Good ($FG) 2015 research is that rigorous, research-based 
customer insights and segmentation – the same approaches successfully used by the private sector 
to influence consumer behavior – can be harnessed to drive significant changes in charitable giving. 
More powerfully, if applied as part of a sector-wide social change strategy, this approach can 
contribute to a step change in Americans’ giving behavior.  
 
The $FG trial learning effort tested the $FG insights in real-life examples of charitable giving to see if 
the evidence supported this premise. What the trials showed:  
 

 $FG insights did in fact drive significant changes in donor behavior where they were 
integrated into the donor or user experience. For some metrics, the change was considerable – 
prospective donors were 35% more likely to click on a $FG-infused ad than on a control ad; 
for one segment, that difference was 85%. Users of the Charity Navigator platform were 16% 
more likely to access giving resource pages, and 17% more likely to click on the “Donate” 
button on a charity rating page. The effect narrowed where the $FG elements were not 
infused through the full donor or user experience – in the Charity Navigator example, the $FG 
audience gave 4.7% more, on average, than the control audience – suggesting that the 
degree of $FG integration has an impact. 

 Driving a step change in Americans’ giving behavior will likely require a sector-wide 
strategy. The trials suggest that an organization implementing the $FG insights can achieve 
impacts with their targeted donors, particularly if the organization adopts the learnings 
contained in this report. Establishing new social norms for giving will likely take coordinated 
work by the sector as a whole – applying customer insights to develop a behavior change 
strategy for target donor segments across a broad set of channels, platforms, and 
organizations. Funders and philanthropic leaders are the natural choice to take the lead on 
such bold plays to drive societal change.   

 
For individual charities and giving platforms, the trials demonstrate how applying the $FG insights 
can help meet their strategic and programmatic objectives. $FG insights can drive change in donor 
behavior – helping engage new donors, encourage more informed giving, raise giving levels and 
frequency, and deepen engagement. The trials also revealed lessons about what it takes for 
organizations to achieve those results. This report can help charitable organizations decide whether to 
pursue integrating $FG to achieve their own strategic objectives – and how to resource accordingly.  
 
For funders, private philanthropists, and other philanthropic sector leaders interested in driving 
a sector-wide change in giving behavior and overcoming the stasis of the last 40 years, the trials 
provide evidence about how the $FG insights can change donor behavior for individual organizations, 
and to explore their potential to drive a step change in overall giving levels. The report can inform 
their decisions about how to use the $FG insights to support the broader agenda to increase 
everyday giving, and provide insight into whether and how funders should invest in disseminating 
and amplifying the learnings.  
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2 . $FG & TRIAL CONTEXT 
 
Giving is an important part of Americans’ lives. Overwhelmingly, Americans say that it’s important to 
give back and that everyone has a responsibility to give. Nearly half say that giving is central to their 
lives. Yet overall giving has remained stuck at about 2% of GDP since the 1970s. With giving playing 
such an important role in Americans’ perceptions, why is momentum in giving stalled? 
   
The $FG 2015 research1 revealed the donor concerns and preferences behind this charitable inertia. 
It identified a $47B opportunity to increase and/or shift giving if donors’ needs are met. More 
importantly, it identified concrete recommendations for how charities, charitable giving platforms, and 
funders can realize this opportunity. 
 
The purpose of the $FG 2015 trials was to test the recommendations to answer the question,  
Can applying the $FG insights drive a step change in Americans’ giving behavior? 
 
Inputs: What we knew 
 
Since 2010, the $FG research series has sought to understand the "voice of the donor" in charitable 
giving. $FG reveals the motivations behind donors’ giving as they are, not as charitable 
organizations and funders wish they were. $FG applies a rigorous market research methodology – 
in-depth qualitative research, followed by nationwide surveys and robust statistical analysis of survey 
data – which is the best way known for understanding broad demand in a given topic area and 
identifying strategic areas of focus. Each undertaking has added to that understanding: 
 

 $FG I (2010) reviewed 4,000 donors’ behaviors, motivations and preferences, noting that few 
search for high performers, despite a stated preference for them.  

 $FG II (2011) looked at 6,500+ donors and funders to explore how to influence donors’ giving 
behaviors to drive more dollars to higher-performing nonprofits. 

 $FG 2015 built on this work to identify how to raise individual giving and improve the 
effectiveness of that giving. It explored the giving needs, attitudes, and behaviors of 3,000 
donors and identified segments of donors most likely to increase or shift their giving. 

 
$FG 2015 found that donors would consider giving up to $22B more a year and shifting another 
$25B in current giving to nonprofits that better meet their needs – a $47B opportunity in all. The 
research uncovered four barriers to giving that funders and organizations must address in order to 
break through the 2% barrier: 
 

 High satisfaction with giving. Nearly 80% of donors say that they are satisfied with their 
giving and see no reason to change. 

 Skepticism about nonprofits and beneficiaries. Nearly half of donors say they do not 
know how nonprofits use their money, and subsets voice skepticism about who benefits from 
their donation and worry about enabling beneficiaries.  

 Feeling overwhelmed and ill-equipped to make good decisions. Donors feel 
overwhelmed by the volume of information they receive – without a clear frame for thinking 
about what effective giving means – and by the number and frequency of solicitations. 

 Misperceptions about how much they give. A solid 75% believe that they give more than 
or the same as the national average (4% of household income). In practice, 72% give less.  

                                                      
 
1The findings of the three $FG research efforts, the $FG segmentation toolkit, and this report are available for 
free download and use at CamberCollective.com/MoneyforGood.   
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To address the root causes of the stasis in giving and reinvigorate the American giving tradition, the 
$FG 2015 research report recommended a new approach: 
 
 

FRAMEWORK FOR REINVIGORATING THE AMERICAN GIVING TRADITION 
 

 
 
 
First, philanthropic leaders and charitable organizations need to work together to reframe the giving 
conversation into one that is joyful, connected, simple, and dynamic. Using narrative to drive 
individual change is a time-tested technique of social movements epitomized in the civil rights story 
of Rosa Parks. An iconic example in private sector strategies: Nike’s “Just Do It” campaign, which 
uses individuals’ stories to empower others to change. Narrative connects with an audience through 
a shared aspiration. A compelling giving narrative builds on that shared aspiration to make an emotional 
connection between the cause and donors, and frames the act of giving as deeply meaningful.  
 
 

REFRAMING THE GIVING CONVERSATION 
 

 
 
 
Second, those developing the giving narrative, and most notably charitable organizations working to 
actively engage donors, need to shape the giving experience to target segments’ needs. Using 
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market segmentation to identify the people most worth pursuing to achieve a desired result is a well-
established technique in the private sector. Current best practice segments people by motivations, 
perceptions, and concerns. Identifying donors by segments enables organizations to design interventions 
that create specific user experiences that address the motivations, perceptions, and concerns of 
donors in each segment.  
 
$FG 2015 identified five segments of donors by their motivations, hesitations, and needs, pinpointing 
which are most likely to increase their giving, or shift their giving to different organizations. Three – 
Busy Idealists, Cautious Strivers, and Unaware Potentials – represent the donors most likely to 
change their behavior when presented with customized messages, offers, and experiences. To make 
that change, each segment requires different messages, products, and giving experiences. Thus, by 
adapting messaging and offers to each segment, organizations can significantly increase and 
improve giving. 
 
 

SHAPE THE GIVING EXPERIENCE TO TARGET SEGMENTS’ NEEDS 
 

The 
Contented 
Benefactor 

 The 
Busy 
Idealist 

 The 
Cautious  
Striver 

 The 
Unaware  
Potential 

 The 
Unengaged  
Critic 

20% of donors  20% of donors  20% of donors  20% of donors  20% of donors 
         

“Giving has been part 
of my life for some 
time, and it makes me 
happy.” 

 “I try to find the time  
and money, and I 
wish I could do more.” 

 “I want to pay it 
forward, but I’m not 
yet in a position to  
do so.” 

 “Giving is just not a 
priority for me.” 

 “I have the money  
but I don’t see the  
point in giving.” 

    *  Segments with highest potential for increasing or shifting giving. 

 
 
Third, the sector as a whole needs to correct misconceptions about how much donors give 
relative to the average and generate new norms for giving levels. Narrative and segmentation work 
together to help motivate donor behavior, but an informational effort is needed to dislodge donor 
misperceptions about giving amounts. Most donors do not understand how their level of giving 
compares with that of others. They assume that they are giving in line with norms and thus feel little 
pressure to give more or better. In correcting that misperception, the sector could establish new 
norms for dynamic, fulfilling giving. 
 
Objectives: What we wanted to learn 
 
The premise behind the $FG 2015 research is that the same approaches successfully used by the 
private sector to influence consumer behavior can be harnessed to drive significant changes in 
charitable giving and that, if applied as part of a sector-wide social change strategy, this approach 
can contribute to a step change in Americans’ giving behavior.  
 
To see if real-world evidence supports this premise, selected organizations conducted trials of the 
$FG 2015 findings. The goal in each trial was to understand how strategy, marketing, or donor 
engagement efforts might deliver better results by integrating $FG elements. The trials had three 
objectives:  

 
• Test the impact of $FG insights | Understand how applying the $FG insights affects donor 

behavior and helps organizations achieve their objectives for donor engagement or giving. 

• Gather lessons on integrating $FG insights in an organization | Understand what factors 
are necessary for organizations to adopt and integrate $FG recommendations into their 
practices, both during the trial and long-term.  

• Identify implications for broader societal behavior change | Shed light on whether $FG can 
help drive a step change in giving by everyday Americans. Spot implications for the field at large.  
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Methodology: What we did 
 
Camber Collective and the New Venture Fund (NVF) selected three trial partners, giving priority to 
organizations that are cause agnostic or have a broad mandate. For each, Camber provided 
strategic advisory support to help refine the trial objectives, scope, hypotheses, and design. An 
independent evaluator, Social Solutions International, Inc. (Social Solutions), reviewed outcomes as 
well as the effectiveness of each trial process, success factors, and limitations.  
 
To identify trial partners, Camber and NVF solicited proposals from organizations that focus on 
increasing or strengthening donor giving. A prerequisite: the organizations had to be undertaking 
strategy, marketing, or donor engagement efforts that could benefit immediately from integrating one 
or more of the $FG findings.  
 
To qualify partners, the evaluators looked for three key factors: 
  

 Engaged leaders who were willing to commit both resources and time to running an effective trial 

 Sufficient organizational capacity to maintain a strong test environment 

 Appropriate timing for the organization to make changes to strategy and donor engagement  

 
Trial concepts that carried the most weight had clearly articulated objectives and could inform future 
efforts to drive a step change in donor behavior at scale. To achieve those objectives, each trial 
concept tested one or more $FG hypotheses about donor behavior change. Camber worked with the 
trial partners to pinpoint intervention levers to use to affect donor attitudes and behaviors, depending 
on where donors were along the donor experience.   
 
 

$FG THEORY OF DONOR BEHAVIOR CHANGE 
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PARTNERS & TRIAL DESIGNS  
Three partner organizations were selected: Nurse-Family Partnership, a maternal and child health 
program; Charity Navigator, a philanthropy evaluation platform; and the Seattle Foundation, a 
community philanthropic organization. Each focused on a different stage of the donor journey:  

 
 NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP wanted to attract new individual donors, so they focused 

on raising awareness to move donors to empathy, compassion and initiation.  

 CHARITY NAVIGATOR has a solid visitor base, so they focused on increasing the use of 
their site content to drive intelligent giving.  

 SEATTLE FOUNDATION has good advisor–donor relationships with an established 
clientele, so they focused on strengthening those relationships and guiding donors to 
stronger, well-thought-out giving plans.  

 
 

 
 

 
TRIAL 1: NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP 
$FG HYPOTHESES TESTED: reframe the giving conversation, target donor segments 
CONCEPT: digital acquisition campaign, four cohorts 
 
Nurse-Family Partnership (NFP) helps low-income first-time moms and their kids improve their lives 
and health through an evidence-based program of home visits by nurses. Much of their current funding 
comes from foundations. They recognize that future growth in donors lies in reaching individuals. 
 
NFP’s objective in the trial was to expand their donor base by taking a proactive approach: their first-
ever donor acquisition program, conducted through Facebook ads. The donors they wanted to reach 
most closely matched two $FG donor segments, Busy Idealists and Cautious Strivers. NFP identified 
users to target by developing proxies from Facebook user interest areas that aligned with likely 
concerns of these two donor segments. The trial approach: NFP created Facebook ads infused with 
$FG messaging. In each proxy segment, 75% of users saw $FG-infused ads and 25% saw status 
quo ads. Outcomes of interest were the numbers of ads liked and clicked as well as the amount of 
giving by each donor segment. 
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TRIAL 2: CHARITY NAVIGATOR 
$FG HYPOTHESIS TESTED: reframe the giving conversation 
CONCEPT: platform and messaging improvements, two cohorts 
 
Charity Navigator (CN) helps donors and potential donors become more informed by providing 
information online about charities’ financial health, accountability, transparency, and reporting. They 
help donors give directly through the Giving Basket platform on their website. Because CN is itself a 
charity, they also look for donations to support their work.  
 
CN’s objectives in the trial were to increase giving – both to charities rated on their platform and to CN 
itself – and to increase the number of informed donors. They targeted visitors to the CN website. The 
trial approach: CN created alternate versions of three key pages – the home, search, and Giving 
Basket pages – infusing them with $FG messaging. Half of the site visitors saw those pages, and half 
saw the status quo pages. Outcomes of interest were rates and amounts of donations, as well as proxy 
indicators that donors were more informed and engaged, specifically numbers of pages viewed, visits 
to resource pages, mailing list signups, site registrations, and clicks on “Donate to this Charity.”  
 
 

 
 
 
TRIAL 3: SEATTLE FOUNDATION 
$FG HYPOTHESES TESTED: target high-potential segments, correct donor misperceptions 
CONCEPT: giving curriculum, one cohort 
 
Seattle Foundation (SeaFdn) helps connect donors and nonprofit organizations with funding sources 
and develops local giving strategies, aiming to make the greatest impact. 
 
SeaFdn’s objectives in the trial were to deepen engagement with donors and their families and to 
strengthen a tool – a giving curriculum – that could assist community foundations across the country 
improve their donor engagement. They wanted to target existing donors and their adult children. The 
trial approach: SeaFdn infused $FG elements specific to different donor segments in a curriculum 
used by their philanthropic advisors in face-to-face sessions with donors. Iterative, qualitative testing 
of the curriculum generated feedback focused on improvements to better address donors’ needs. 
Outcomes of interest were the perceived value of the curriculum in improving donor–advisor 
relationships, helping SeaFdn meet donor needs, and informing donors’ giving plans. 
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$FG CONSULTATION  
For each trial, Camber Collective provided consultation and support throughout the learning process, 
helping each partner identify which $FG hypotheses to test and how to test them – the intervention 
levers to use, the outcomes to evaluate, and the metrics to apply to evaluate the effect of the 
intervention on donor behaviors. This learning process began by deepening partners’ understanding 
of the $FG hypotheses – what they are, how they might be applied, and how their impact might be 
assessed.  
 
Camber then worked with each partner to plan a path to their objective, developing 
recommendations on steps to take to integrate the $FG findings. This helped partners refine their 
understanding of the $FG findings and develop their test materials and measurement techniques. 
Early in this learning process, Camber helped partners conduct a situational analysis  
of their mission, category, competitors, and customers. Together, Camber and each partner 
assessed the organization’s brand, marketing, messaging, and communications. Where necessary, 
Camber also reviewed research or surveyed stakeholders.  
 
Two of the partners needed help identifying and refining the aspirational purpose they share with 
potential donors and then developing their $FG messaging platform. In workshops with each 
organization’s leaders and key staff, Camber made recommendations related to the $FG cultural 
drivers and the needs of donors, by segment, throughout the donor experience. The next step was 
working with the partner’s creative or digital marketing staff to bring the $FG elements to life in the 
intervention materials. Partners also needed help understanding and applying the new-to-them 
approach of $FG donor segmentation. For each partner, Camber undertook some aspect of 
segmentation, targeting, and positioning. After each test period, Camber worked with the evaluation 
firm, Social Solutions, to assess the impact of the $FG integration on the partner’s objectives.  
 
For each partner, this expert consultation informed both the design and execution of the trials 
toward identifying key learnings from the trials. The next section explores in detail those key 
learnings. 
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3 . KEY LEARNINGS  
 
A simple premise underlies the $FG market research: applying the principles of customer insights 
research used in the private sector can help organizations engage donors and increase giving. The 
evidence shows that by better meeting potential donors’ needs – by addressing their concerns and 
helping them act on their motivations – organizations can encourage people to engage more deeply 
and thoughtfully, and enable them to realize their capacity for generosity. If these results hold true at 
scale and over the long term, the potential promise of the $FG findings is far-reaching:  

 
• Engaged, informed, and generous donors will give higher amounts over longer periods  

and will feel good about doing so. 

• More financially stable organizations will be better able to achieve the missions their  
donors support. 

• More funding will flow into addressing tough societal challenges and meeting common  
goals of organizations and donors.  
  

Not surprisingly, the $FG trials confirmed that incorporating $FG insights in an organization’s 
messaging can influence donor behavior and boost donation amounts. More importantly, they 
revealed that how the insights are implemented – how effectively, how extensively, how 
expertly – affects how donors respond. Key learnings from the trials offer essential guidance  
on how organizations can best plan for, prepare, and put in place the $FG recommendations. 
 
Key learnings: What the trials indicate 
 
The trials had three objectives: test the impact of the $FG insights on donor engagement and giving, 
gather lessons on integrating the $FG insights in an organization, and identify implications for 
broader societal behavior change. Key learnings derive from trial outcomes and observations on 
impact (learning 1), integration (learning 2), and implications (learning 3). 
  
LEARNING 1.  
$FG insights can drive significant changes to donor behavior – where they are integrated.  
$FG insights can encourage donors and users to learn more and to give more, but to achieve their 
full benefit they must be integrated across the entire donor experience. 
 
Adopting the $FG recommendations can help organizations engage donors and encourage changes 
in donor behavior along a donor’s experience. The scale of the effect depends on the degree of 
implementation. A key inference from the trial results: If expectations set by $FG messaging are 
not met, donors may be intrigued enough to seek out more information but may ultimately 
not give better, more, or at all. The trial results suggested a “funnel of impact” on potential donors 
reached through the web – a positive response to initial $FG messaging that diminished or 
disappeared as the use of $FG elements diminished or disappeared on subsequent webpages. Lack 
of integration of $FG messaging across a full website, for example, left $FG-targeted users no more 
likely to give or give better than users who saw status quo messaging, even though the $FG-targeted 
users typically exhibited a positive response to initial $FG messaging test. 
 
Donor engagement outcomes 
The evidence shows that integrating the $FG insights can encourage donor engagement. The 
outcomes, by trial: 

 
• NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP | Compared with control ads, $FG-infused Facebook ads 

drove more potential donors to interact with the content: 35% more users signaled interest in 
learning more by clicking a $FG ad, and 31% users more showed interest by “liking” a $FG ad. 
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Potential donors identified as a proxy for Cautious Strivers showed greatest interest: 85% 
more users clicked a $FG ad, and 67% more users “liked” a $FG ad. 

• CHARITY NAVIGATOR | Compared with a control home page, $FG messaging on a home 
page drove more site visitors to learn more about giving options and intelligent giving: 16% 
more users sought out information by clicking through to giving resource pages from the 
$FG home page.   

• SEATTLE FOUNDATION | $FG insights and segment-specific guidance in the Giving with 
GoalsTM curriculum spurred conversation among donors and philanthropic advisors 
testing it – helping both understand donors’ motivations for and hesitations about giving, and 
ways that the organization can help donors reach their full potential for generosity.  

 
Greater giving outcomes 
Evidence that $FG messaging can increase absolute giving levels is less strong but may have been 
hampered by low levels of $FG integration through the full donor experience. The outcomes, by trial: 

 
• NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP | $FG messaging affected potential donors differently in 

the trial (a Facebook-only campaign) and in a later, more comprehensive campaign: Potential 
donors who saw $FG-infused ads in the trial were no more likely to give. However, donors 
responding to the $FG-infused 2017 Mother’s Day campaign gave nearly 7 times more than 
in the 2016 campaign and nearly 5 times more than the 2014–16 average.  

• CHARITY NAVIGATOR | Compared with the control home page, $FG messaging on the 
home page drove more site users to signal an intent to donate: 17% more clicked a 
“Donate to this Charity” button after seeing the $FG version of the home page. And $FG 
messaging slightly increased the average gift from those who gave: Users who donated 
through the site’s Giving Basket gave 4.7% more, on average, after viewing the $FG home 
page. In a second trial, $FG messaging on a form for donating to CN itself drove more gifts: 
29.6% more users donated after viewing the $FG-infused form compared with those saw 
the control form; however, there was no difference in average giving levels. 

• SEATTLE FOUNDATION | $FG messaging in the Giving with GoalsTM curriculum gave 
philanthropic advisors tools to strengthen donor giving plans and to help donors define 
their giving aspirations: the tools will help the organization better identify donors by segment 
and thus specifically address donor concerns that constrain giving amounts. Explicit 
conversations about giving aspirations and comparative benchmarks will help donors define 
growth objectives for their long-term giving.   

 
Evidence shows that integrating the $FG insights into the donor experience can encourage positive 
donor behavior at each stage of the donor journey – encouraging donors to contact charities, seek 
out information to become more informed givers, and initiate deep conversations about their 
motivations and hesitations around giving. 
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$FG IMPACT ALONG THE DONOR JOURNEY 
 

 
 
 
Observations & lessons 
These trials confirmed the initial impact of applying $FG insights, but the improvements in donor 
engagement did not translate into significantly higher giving levels. The gap between engagement 
and donations points to the importance of ensuring that the $FG messaging is infused throughout the 
user experience and the organization. In addition, combining donor segmentation with narrative 
appeared to have greater impact on engagement than using narrative only, showing the potential 
benefits of tailoring the donor experience to specific segments. NFP achieved 85% greater 
engagement by tailoring the general $FG messaging for Cautious Strivers. 
 
Other observations and lessons, by trial: 
 

 NURSE-FAMILY PARTNERSHIP | The stand-alone donation page that users saw after 
clicking a $FG-infused ad reflected the $FG elements but did not link back to the NFP 
website. The $FG messaging was not supported to the extent needed to reassure donors 
and convert interest to giving.  
The lesson: Depth of messaging matters, to support donor follow-through on intent to 
donate.  

 CHARITY NAVIGATOR | The engagement generated by the $FG messaging on entry 
pages dropped off when potential donors reached pages that lacked such messaging.  
The lesson: Sustained, end-to-end $FG messaging matters for sustained donor 
engagement. 

 SEATTLE FOUNDATION | The utility of $FG tools in a giving curriculum for donors 
depended on the comfort level and skill set of the philanthropic advisors and facilitators 
delivering it.  
The lesson: The intensity and duration of knowledge transfer and practical training 
matter for developing both comfort with the $FG insights and skill in applying them. 

 
As organizations learn how to use the $FG insights and their skill at doing so grows, so can the 
impacts. For example, while the trial was under way, NFP used some of its $FG messaging in regular 
marketing materials targeted to current donors. Staff noted that comments sent with gifts by those 
donors suggested the $FG messaging evoked more personal responses than messaging that NFP had 
used in previous years. After the trial, NFP used $FG principles in the messaging for its Mother’s Day 
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campaign to huge success, adding 500+ donors and garnering $67,000 – a 679% increase over the 
previous year’s campaign and a 458% increase over the 3-year average for the campaign.   
 
LEARNING 2.  
Capturing the benefits of the $FG recommendations requires commitment… and time. 
Deep organizational change such as instilling $FG insights throughout an organization requires 
leadership, long-term planning, a learning mindset – and a commitment to iteration. 
 
Achieving the full benefit of applying the $FG insights to shift donor behavior requires not only 
tactical shifts, but a change in strategy. As in all efforts requiring deep organizational change, leaders 
and staff must be on the same page in terms of how the $FG insights support their organizational 
strategy and programmatic objectives. They must be willing to accept failure in order to learn and to 
devote staff resources and time to learning, measurement, and iteration. And the incentives for 
change must be appropriate for the organizational culture. 
 
The trials all showed how critical it is to plan a long-enough ramp-up period to enable staff to make 
those changes, starting with digesting and understanding the $FG insights. As the $FG insights 
entail a new way of thinking, staff must develop comfort with them, confidence about them, 
and capabilities in them, all conditions best acquired through practice. Organizations with deep 
marketing capabilities – even those that embrace change – will require time to make the shift. But 
organizations that are just developing their marketing capabilities face a double effort, building out 
those capabilities while absorbing the $FG principles. NFP faced a triple learning effort in the trial, 
taking on its inaugural donor acquisition campaign, its first use of digital marketing, and its 
introduction to the $FG principles.  
 
Sufficient time and an appropriate level of effort are especially important for integrating the $FG 
insights on donor segmentation. It takes time to communicate the benefits of rigorous behavioral and 
attitudinal segmentation. And applying segmentation throughout the donor experience is a skill that 
those in the private sector – in which segmentation has existed in one form or another for more than 
60 years – are still trying to master. For the nonprofit sector, which has had far less exposure to the 
discipline, segmentation is an underused muscle. Camber worked closely with partner 
organizations to help them understand segmentation and how to use it. In the trial, NFP saw success 
with its targeting of proxy Cautious Strivers. In the SeaFdn trial, some philanthropic advisors initially 
expressed skepticism about segmentation, interpreting it as putting donors in a “box” or correlating it 
with pseudo-scientific “giving style” tests. They needed more experience using it with donors to see 
its utility as a tool for understanding crucial differences in individual motivations, hesitations, and 
desires as a means to better meet donors’ needs.  
 
Planning sufficient time also allows for the critical process of iteration: organizations need to monitor 
user reactions, adjust interventions accordingly … and repeat. One important mechanism for doing 
so: rapid feedback loops, a broad range of ways to provide near-real-time insights into how users 
react to their experience. Developing feedback loops helps create organizations that learn, and learn 
iteratively. In the CN phase 1 trial, the short time frame for developing and conducting the trial, as 
well as budget constraints, meant that feedback and iteration could not be built into the timeline. Had 
they been planned for, they might have exposed data evaluation challenges or identified the point of 
donor drop-off early, allowing for real-time modifications. CN applied this learning to their phase 2 trial, 
for which they first ran a test and then made adjustments to the messaging, producing improved results 
during the trial. In the NFP trial, real-time Facebook tracking, Google Analytics, and personal 
observations revealed that the ads were not reaching the right audiences or achieving results. NFP 
quickly made adjustments to user parameters and changes to the messaging. Learning from these 
two trials, the SeaFdn trial is being conducted as an iterative process of changing, testing, and 
refining a giving curriculum while teaching it. This need for iteration is why it is important to think 
of unlocking the benefits of the $FG insights as a long-term learning effort, rather than a “one 
and done” effort.  
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Committing staff hours and resources in realistic amounts is a foundational requirement, not only for 
groundwork such as creating $FG-infused messaging but also for the ramp-up needed to understand 
and digest the $FG findings. Absorbing the $FG insights and processing them in terms of the 
organization’s self-image took up time in the NFP trial. And in both the CN and the NFP trials, the 
short time frames for creating new messaging limited the consistency of that messaging throughout 
the user experience. The effort needed for the structural work of designing interventions across the 
donor experience and creating pertinent, useful feedback loops may vary by organization. Once the 
effort launches, though, all organizations need to commit resources to monitoring and adjusting the 
intervention, and then to absorbing learnings from the iteration and repeating the cycle as needed to 
support the complete donor experience.  
 
LEARNING 3.  
A step change in giving may require broader use of the $FG principles.  
Achieving substantive change in attitudes toward giving and relationships with charities may require 
a sector-wide social change strategy.  
 
The trials suggest that an organization implementing the $FG recommendations can achieve impacts 
on their targeted donors, particularly if they adopt the learnings contained in this report. Whether 
those impacts will be significant, long-term, and transferrable enough across organizations to drive a 
step change in donor behavior is an open question. Establishing new social norms for giving will 
likely take coordinated work by the sector as a whole.  
 
The existence of philanthropic evaluators such as CN exemplifies why: Many potential donors are 
skeptical, have doubts, or seek reassurance about giving to a particular organization; in other words, 
they are interested in giving but may need more information or more confidence to do so. Engaging 
effectively with potential donors – and they are many: over 10 million visited the CN website in 2016 
alone – will require a concerted effort by many organizations, to generate a multiplier effect that 
amplifies the effort of any single organization.  
 
One model for sector-wide testing could harness early adopters – “learning organizations” that are 
more likely to take on and test new ideas. This approach would give such organizations $FG tools to 
use to replicate, improve, and share learnings. Because organizations in the sector are highly 
motivated by credible influencers (whether funders or well-regarded peers), key influencers could be 
identified by mapping social networks. A bolder play: develop a sector-wide strategy to target specific 
donor segments. Mapping influencers by donor segment could enable the development of a 
cohesive approach to influence specific segments. Funders and philanthropic leaders are the natural 
choice to take the lead on such bold plays to drive societal change.   
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4 . IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FIELD  
 
The key learnings from the trials have implications for how charities can pursue adoption of the $FG 
principles as well as how funders and philanthropic leaders can promote their adoption.  
 
Charities should look to where the $FG insights can support their strategic 
objectives, and prioritize learning. 
 
Organizations that are aiming to implement $FG recommendations need to examine at their current 
efforts, to assess where and how to begin. They can start by considering these efforts: 
 
1. Begin with what you hope to achieve: what are your key strategic and programmatic 

objectives, and how can the $FG insights accelerate progress towards them? 
The $FG insights are most powerful when leadership and staff clearly identify the strategic 
objectives they hope to achieve and are aligned on the effort needed to do so. What are your 
objectives for donor engagement? Where are your donors currently on the donor journey? What 
is the right set of marketing levers and interventions to advance donors to the next step?  
 
Where and how organizations infuse the $FG insights across marketing levers depends largely 
on what they hope to achieve. Diversifying funding by tapping into a new donor base, for 
example, requires interventions that are very different from those for strengthening funding from 
an existing donor base.    
 

2. Prioritize organizational learning, and create space, infrastructure, and incentives to 
support it.  
Take time to define what you hope to learn en route to your objectives. Define an agenda for the 
exploration of how the $FG insights can support your strategic objectives:  
 

• What are the critical questions you need to answer?  

• What are your hypotheses, and what approaches will enable you to test them?  

• What feedback metrics will show that you’re on the right track or that you need to tweak 
and try again?  
 

Where possible, plan for the use of multiple tests, rapid feedback loops, and iteration, to refine 
outcomes and to control for minor variables and external factors that might otherwise cloud the 
results.     
 
Most importantly, create space for staff and leadership to experiment, test, iterate, learn, 
and – at times – fail. This may mean adding staff, extending deadlines, or clearing competing 
priorities. Realizing the potential of the $FG insights to unlock greater donor engagement and 
funding requires taking a long view.  
 

3. Take inventory, then prepare your organization for success. 
Incorporating the $FG insights can encourage donors to engage, learn more, and give more – 
but the level of impact depends on the depth and breadth of adoption. Small, tactical changes in 
only one or two of the marketing levers – or one or two touchpoints along a donor’s experience – 
will rarely drive sustained, material impacts on fundraising outcomes. Assess your organization, 
and identify what you need to strengthen: 

 
• Timing: Consider how undertaking a $FG learning effort aligns with your current 

strategic planning cycle, donor engagement efforts, and other priorities. Are there 
upcoming efforts that would be appropriate launching points for the work or impending 
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opportunities to incorporate the $FG learnings into efforts already under way? Are there 
especially busy times that should be avoided, lest learning get deprioritized?  

• Marketing, fundraising, and donor engagement maturity: How sophisticated are your 
donor engagement capabilities? Do staff have experience in incorporating strategy 
across multiple levers and channels? Does your organization already nurture donors 
through the entire donor experience, or does it focus on short-term campaigns and 
messages? Do you use feedback loops to monitor results and act on what they tell you? 
How do your organization’s current capabilities inform your expectations for target 
outcomes and time to impact, and your plans for resourcing?  

• Resourcing: What staff time and funding will be required to launch the $FG learning 
process? What outside expertise will you require to be successful? Trial partners drew 
on outside expertise for technical assistance in applying the $FG insights, designing 
campaigns and trials, optimizing ads, designing evaluations, and conducting digital 
analytics and statistical analysis. Will you need specialized software or services to 
isolate where and how the use of $FG insights shows impacts? In digital campaigns in 
the trials, the standard site analytics were not always sufficiently robust for pulling data 
from across multiple platforms. Can you budget funds to address these needs as they 
arise? If resources are tight, consider starting small and building to broader alignment 
with the $FG recommendations over time.   

• Partners: Can you amplify the impact of incorporating the $FG insights by working with 
partners who share common goals, such as organizational funders, network 
organizations, or other charities with similar missions and donor profiles? For example, 
in its Mother’s Day campaign, NFP worked with Global Giving, GuideStar, and Classy to 
amplify the $FG messaging, resulting in a seven-fold increase in revenue over the 
preceding year. Charity Navigator has launched a partnership with GuideStar and 
Classy to pull in stories on impact for the charities they rate. And SeaFdn is exploring 
partner organizations to syndicate its curriculum, to strengthen community foundations. 
Alignment in interests and goals should define the terms of such partnerships. 

 
4. As always, plan for change management. 

Incorporating the $FG insights entails coordinated action across your organization’s marketing, 
development, and donor relations functions. You need a nimble, cross-functional, and prepared 
team, which means obtaining informed buy-in from key members and players in those functions. 
Undertaking the shift from a culture of transactions to one of long-term relationships requires 
navigating carefully: you have to look far ahead to determine the best speed and identify where 
you will encounter resistance. Make sure to allow sufficient time for teaching, training, and 
practicing, to engage leaders and staff – with appropriate skillsets as well as sufficient time – in 
the work of integrating the $FG insights across the organization. 

 
Funders and philanthropy leaders can jump-start $FG adoption in the sector.  
 
The current interest in increasing donations and donor retention by improving donor behavior offers 
an exciting opportunity for foundations and ultra-high-net-worth individuals, as well as philanthropy 
leaders. They can easily step into the role of catalyst, as this work is not yet well funded and there is 
plenty of room for interested actors to develop strong, solution-agnostic strategies. These actors can 
lead with these efforts: 
 
1. Exercise your voice and influence to create a vision for a new American giving tradition.  

Funders and philanthropic leaders can articulate a compelling sector-wide vision and call to 
action to use the $FG insights and other high-impact learning about giving to move the needle 
on Americans’ giving behavior. Across sectors, the recommendations of opinion leaders, 
influencers, and peers are the single strongest factor in the successful diffusion and adoption of 
innovation. Your endorsement and championing of the $FG recommendations can inspire the 
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confidence needed to drive adoption. Philanthropic resources can also provide the incentive for 
organizations to take on the challenge. 

 
2. Empower charities to capitalize on the $FG insights by offering tools and learning 

resources.  
Nonprofit organizations are excited about the potential of the $FG insights to influence donor 
behavior, but many lack the confidence and knowledge of how to apply them. Adept use of 
narrative and of segmentation, in particular, requires knowledge transfer and practice. You can 
provide tools and resources that can accelerate the learning curve and empower organizations 
to integrate $FG insights into their donor and user experiences:   
 

• Support the development of foundational tools. First up: a digital segment-profiling 
tool, to help organizations identify donor segments. A digital tool would broaden use of 
the $FG Segmentation Survey, allowing real-time typing of donors. Broad adoption 
would generate large volumes of data on potential donors – data essential to 
encouraging the adoption of both segmentation and narrative in ways that bring about 
real changes in the sector. This tool could be embedded as a widget in the websites of 
nonprofit tech aggregators, foundations, or organizations themselves. 

Next up: a $FG implementation playbook, to help organizations plan better and get up to 
speed faster. A playbook would guide organizations through the process of applying the 
$FG insights to their own organizational strategy and programmatic efforts, including 
how to identify and target high-potential segments and develop a compelling donor 
experience. It should provide examples from successful organizations (including 
messaging, segment targeting, feedback loops, and metrics) and address overall 
planning, preparation, establishment of feedback loops for iterative testing, and resource 
allocation considerations. Case studies illustrating a range of organization sizes and 
challenges might be abstracted from the $FG trials. 

• Enable access to expert guidance, matching the level of support to organizational 
maturity. You can accelerate adoption by providing direct support to a select set of 
partners that have significant sector influence, such as giving platforms. Well-placed 
gifts can help organizations effectively integrate $FG concepts across their 
organizations, in particular, gifts of expertise – advice and coaching on how to integrate 
the $FG insights in the early adoption stages as well as support throughout the learning 
process. Through such activities as sector forums and professional groups, you can 
open up the discussion on improving donations and donor behavior to include the voices 
of research and marketing strategists. Including private-sector experts in narrative 
development, segmentation, targeting donors, and marketing metrics could also expand 
the conversation. 

 
Funders in particular can help set expectations for adoption of the $FG recommendations by 
promoting the long view and the value of incremental, iterative improvements. They might offer 
longer investment horizons, for example. And they can foster an outlook that views failure as a 
means of learning and encourages multiple iterations as a sure way to obtain improvements. 
Foundations should ask to be a part of the $FG learning process at organizations they fund. 
    

3. Make a “bold play” to drive a step change in Americans’ giving behavior.  
Encouraging organizational adoption can influence donor behavior and help meet organization 
goals. But influencing large-scale change in social norms requires a new approach. 
Establishing new social norms for giving will take coordinated work by the sector as a whole – 
applying customer insights to develop a behavior change strategy for targeting donor 
segments across a broad set of channels, platforms, and organizations. You have the 
opportunity to encourage bolder moves than individual organizations can manage alone. You 
can bring together a strong consortium of partners and diverse expertise to develop a 
comprehensive strategy to apply customer insights and segmentation to drive sector-wide 
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charitable behavior change. A consortium could bring together insights from the $FG research 
and other donor behavior change efforts to define the vision for a new giving culture, identify 
which segments to target, define a cross-functional behavior change strategy, and engage 
influential partners to execute, monitor, learn, and iterate.   
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5 . APPENDIX: TRIALS DETAIL 
 

 
Nurse-Family Partnership (NFP) is a national, evidence-based support program in which trained 
nurses visit poor, first-time moms, offering advice and support during their pregnancies and their 
baby’s first two years. The aim is to empower these moms – currently 33K strong – to improve their 
lives and health outcomes and those of their children. Half of the program’s annual funding comes 
from philanthropic giving, most as grants and some from individual donors attracted by positive news 
coverage. With foundation giving remaining relatively flat, NFP recognizes that its ability to expand 
its reach to more families will come from attracting and retaining individual donors. NFP’s national 
presence and high motivation to expand their donor base made NFP a natural partner for a $FG trial. 

 
 

 
  

TRIAL AT A GLANCE 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE Programmatic (service delivery) organization 

OBJECTIVE Serve more families by acquiring more individual donors 

HYPOTHESES TESTED 
Reframing the giving conversation 
Targeting high-potential segments 

INTERVENTION LEVERS Brand positioning, messaging and promotion 

CHANNEL Facebook ad campaign, web-based donation page 

EVALUATION  
DESIGN 

Random distribution of $FG-infused ad to 75% and control ad to 25% of two proxy 
donor segment audiences 

OUTCOMES MEASURED 
 

 
Donor engagement 
 Unique clicks on $FG-infused ads 
 Likes for $FG-infused ads 

 
Greater giving 
 Number of new donors 
 Amount of donation 

OUTCOMES OBSERVED 
($FG VS. CONTROL) 

  
Donor engagement 
 31% more “Likes” (p = .004) 

– Cautious Striver proxies: 67% more “Likes” 
– Busy Idealist proxies: 2% fewer “Likes” 

 35% more clicks on ads (p = .002) 
– Cautious Striver proxies: 85% more clicks 
– Busy Idealist proxies: 16% fewer clicks 

 
Greater giving 
 No difference 
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NFP’s objectives for the trial 
 
NFP wanted to pursue a donor acquisition campaign – their first – to attract more individual donors. 
NFP historically has received high initial and average gifts from individuals, which indicated an 
opportunity to tap into a highly engaged audience with capacity to give. NFP aimed to drive brand 
awareness by targeting high-potential donors with $FG messaging. They wanted to engage new 
segments of donors online – people whose interests align with NFP’s purpose – and raise their 
awareness of and connection to NFP. The expectations were that the $FG messaging and targeting 
of donor segments would attract new donors and encourage greater giving.  
 
 

NFP’S $FG-TARGETED CHANGE 
 

 
 
 
Designing the intervention 
 
The trial tested the impact of reframing the giving conversation and targeting donor segments on 
donor awareness and interest in NFP through a digital donor acquisition campaign. Facebook ads 
were chosen as the channel for the campaign, to make the most of NFP’s limited ad budget and to 
take advantage of the opportunity to drive “shares” on social media. NFP chose Facebook as the 
channel because it is an awareness engine: users are often not searching for something specific but 
are open to new information. Facebook also offers access to user data for segmenting audiences, 
which enabled NFP to target the most appropriate groups of users.  
 
To reframe the giving conversation, NFP first worked with Camber Collective to develop new 
messaging and design the campaign. Camber conducted a workshop with NFP staff (the CMO, 
CDO, and campaign lead) and the contracted communications firm to develop their understanding of 
the $FG findings and offer insights on how the findings translate in NFP’s context.  
 
NFP’s program arose from extensive research and has accumulated a significant evidence base that 
supports its design and confirms its effectiveness – an attractor for its institutional funders. This 
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deeply engrained intellectual culture came through in NFP’s original messaging. NFP knew they had 
to give individual donors a way to connect with the emotional aspect of their work in their brand 
identity. Starting with initial concepts raised during recent work on refining their identity, NFP worked 
with Camber to pinpoint a more aspirational shared purpose: capable moms, thriving babies. They 
worked together to develop a messaging platform that reflected the $FG cultural drivers:  
 

 Joyful: The mothers with whom NFP works face tough 
circumstances, yet still experience the simple, universal 
moments of joy between a mother and her child. The imagery 
and content speak to this joy. 

 Connected: The imagery and messaging builds on 
similarities between the donor and the beneficiary, connecting 
them in that shared moment between mother and child. 

 Simple: The challenges that NFP mothers face can be 
overwhelming, but the answers are simple and proven. Making 
a difference in their lives is a simple action for the donor. 

 
NFP then worked with a creative firm to develop Facebook ads that brought the messaging to life.  
 
To target high-potential donor segments, NFP worked with Camber to identify two $FG donor 
segments that were most likely to connect with NFP’s aspirational purpose: Busy Idealists, who are 
most likely to give but feel stretched, and Cautious Strivers, who believe in giving but think they 
cannot afford to.  
 
NFP and Camber hypothesized that the generational and systems change aspects of NFP’s shared 
purpose would resonate the most with Busy Idealists, for whom giving plays an important role, 
leading to deep engagement. They give and volunteer at higher levels and tend to research more. 
They also lead the way in identifying new and effective nonprofits for their peer networks to support. 
NFP and Camber hypothesized that emphasizing giving as a way to “give a hand up” to an individual 
and focusing on the connection of giving would resonate most with Cautious Strivers, for whom 
“giving back” and connecting emotionally with the beneficiary are important. 
 
NFP created proxies for these segments from Facebook users on the basis of activity related to specific 
interests, life events, and topics relevant to each segment of interest: 
 
 

FACEBOOK PROXY AUDIENCES FOR TARGETED DONOR SEGMENTS 
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Using the $FG-infused messaging, NFP developed different ads to speak to the needs of each 
segment. The ads were linked to a donation page. Given the time and budget limitations of the trial, 
and an ongoing, long-term redesign of its website, NFP decided not to redesign its current donation 
page. Instead, it built a parallel, $FG-infused donation page that did not link back to the site.  
 
Applying the trial evaluation methodology 
 
NFP worked with a digital marketing firm to show either $FG-infused ads or control ads in the feeds 
of Facebook users in the proxy segments. To make the most of the opportunity, the treatment group 
was larger than the control group: 75% of users were shown $FG-infused ads and 25% were shown 
control ads. Because NFP did not already have Facebook ads in play, the control ads were created 
by drawing on NFP’s existing messaging. The tone of the control ads was general and logical, where 
the tone in the $FG-inspired ads was emotional, gritty, and connected:  
 
 
 CONTROL $FG 

 

 
 

 
  

KEY CHANGES 
 Lead with shared purpose (aspirational), support with positioning (differentiator) 
 Bring to life $FG in messaging and imagery with elements of joy, connection, and simplicity that reflect 
NFP’s unique positioning 
 Simplify and elevate calls to action  
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The proxy Busy Idealists in the treatment group saw $FG-infused ads that highlighted the impact of 
the NFP program on generational poverty:  
 

 
 
The proxy Cautious Strivers in the treatment group saw $FG-infused ads that framed the appeal as 
giving a hand up to those trying to rise from modest circumstances:  
 

 
 
The ads shown on a given day to any of the four Facebook user groups in the two proxy donor 
segments – that is, the number of “observations” – were tracked. Reach, impressions, likes, and 
unique clicks were quantified and compared for 1,042 observations (264 in the control group, 778 in 
the treatment group). Statistical analysis methods were used to control for the different cohort sizes 
and assess the impact of the $FG treatment on donor behavior.  
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The impacts of the $FG-infused and control ads were compared for four variables: 
 

• Facebook “likes” – as a proxy for donor engagement  
• Unique clicks – as a proxy for intent to donate 
• New donors  
• Donation amounts 
 

In addition, statistical analysis identified differences in donor behaviors between the proxy audiences 
for the two targeted donor segments.  
 
Outcomes observed: evaluating $FG’s impact 
 
NFP considered the campaign a success in terms of raising awareness of the program. The 
combined ads achieved 1.5M impressions across 1.2M people. Together, the ads received 7,197 
unique clicks and drove 2,716 visitors to the donation page. The ads were linked to both the 
donation page and NFP’s Facebook page, which may explain the large difference between clicks 
and donation page views. The results:  
 
$FG-infused messaging engaged more potential donors…  
Overall, Facebook users who saw the $FG-infused ads were 31% more likely to “like” them 
(p = .004), and 35% more likely to signal interest in learning more by clicking on them (p = .002), 
than users who saw the control ads. 
 
…and proxy Cautious Strivers drove the difference.  
The $FG-infused ads shown to the Cautious Strivers proxy audience received 67% more “likes” 
(p = .004) and 85% more clicks on the “Donate Now” link (p = <.001) than the control ads 
targeting that audience. The strongest result came from the Cautious Striver proxy group made up of 
new or expectant parents, from which $FG ads received 124% more clicks than control ads 
(p = .0002). In contrast, $FG ads targeting the proxy Busy Idealists fared slightly less well than the 
control ads, with 2% fewer likes and 16% fewer clicks than ads with more traditional messaging 
(p = >.05).  
 
Yet, greater engagement did not produce new donors.  
Although clicking on the NFP ads suggested interest in learning more, with over 2,700 visits to the 
donation page, the campaign produced just two donors in response to both $FG and control ads – 
suggesting either that potential donors needed more robust exposure to NFP before donating or that 
after clicking the ad, their experience did not match their expectations. One possible disconnect: 
users were seeking more information, and the stand-alone donation page that they landed on was 
not connected to the depth of information offered in the NFP website.  
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$FG messaging appeared to resonate outside the trial with donors already familiar with NFP.  
While NFP was pursuing the donor acquisition campaign through the $FG trial, they were also 
conducting a donation renewal campaign, working with the same creative agency in both. So, most 
existing donors saw the same $FG messaging as potential donors in the trial. That campaign 
achieved a 15% increase in revenue over the previous year’s campaign. Anecdotal evidence 
from emails and notes sent with donations by current donors suggest that this messaging evoked 
emotional responses (e.g., “I remember my time as a first-time mom”). 
 
Integrating $FG: Organizational learnings  
 
The short trial timeline hindered NFP’s ability to integrate the $FG insights across their marketing 
efforts, not least because they were also working with a new-to-them creative agency. And the timing 
of the trial – during the busy giving season and at the same time as a donor renewal campaign – 
stretched NFP’s limited resources. Three key learnings arise from the experience: 
 
Key 1: Appropriate expectations. 
Launching a new initiative can evoke interest in exploring new approaches, such as $FG. Designing 
and implementing a new marketing campaign typically requires months of planning. Organizations 
that want to implement $FG while deploying new efforts thus need to set appropriate expectations 
about time, resources, and outcomes. The trial was NFP’s first-ever donor acquisition campaign and 
their first Facebook ad campaign. Although they came up to speed quickly, developing the muscles 
for a new discipline while learning how to integrate $FG was a significant lift, with low initial results. 
By comparison, when NFP used the $FG insights in a simultaneous but separate donor renewal 
campaign – reaching out to existing donors, an effort NFP had undertaken before – it obtained 
greater returns. Organizations also need to evaluate whether new-to-them outreach efforts are likely 
to produce the desired results. Given the channel chosen for delivering the message, the NFP trial 
should probably have been framed as a donor awareness – not acquisition – campaign.  
 
Key 2: Commitment to nurturing. 
Acquisition of untested prospects is a particularly challenging endeavor. The $FG insights can help 
accelerate efforts, compared with status quo marketing, but acquiring donors requires time and 
nurturing, to support them throughout the donor experience. Digital messaging through channels 
such as Facebook is useful, as part of a larger campaign, to drive awareness in an unfamiliar 
audience, but then those audiences need to be cultivated. The $FG findings can strengthen donor 
engagement outreach, but that outreach still requires robust effort. The positive response to the $FG 
messaging suggested by both overall interest and segment-specific interest did not result in more 
new donors. The narrowing funnel of impact as donors moved through the experience suggests the 
need for further tests, to uncover where the outreach needs to meet expectations in order to motivate 
potential donors to give.  
 
Key 3: Follow-through. 
To build donor confidence, the $FG narrative requires depth. The Facebook ads sent potential 
donors to a parallel donation site infused with $FG insights. However, this donations-only page did 
not link to the NFP website – which is rich with evidence of NFP’s effectiveness – and may have felt 
superficial to potential donors not familiar with the organization. Integrating the $FG insights 
throughout the NFP website and using the site-specific donation landing page could give potential 
donors confidence in NFP’s effectiveness and strength as an organization. Undertaking this effort, 
along with iteration in the design, could drive additional donations.   
 
NFP continues to apply $FG learnings in donor engagement efforts. 
Over the course of the trial, NFP grew in confidence and competence in applying the $FG insights to 
its donor engagement efforts. The organization is continuing to apply its learnings – for example, its 
2017 Mother’s Day campaign, infused with $FG messaging, was hugely successful. It raised about 
$67,000, compared with $8,600 in 2016 and with a three-year rolling average of about $12,000. NFP 
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acquired more than 500 donors through the campaign, which used more content from the creative 
agency, informed by the $FG messaging principles. To mobilize communities, NFP also worked with 
a partner organization and a media influencer. In a longer-term effort, NFP plans to survey their 
donor base to better understand donors’ giving attitudes and behaviors, and to build on that 
understanding as they incorporate $FG elements into their marketing strategy. 
 
 

 

“We were tremendously happy with the results, and grateful 
for the insights and learning during the $FG trial that played 
a critical role in making it possible.” 
 

– Harrison Holcomb, Annual Fund Manager, NFP 

  

 
 
Conclusions, open questions & next steps 
 
The trial produced some promising results for potential donor engagement, chief among them that 
reframing the conversation with $FG messaging produced greater interest among targeted donors: 
Overall, targeted Facebook users shown $FG-infused ads were 35% more likely to click through than 
those shown ads with the previous NFP messaging. And the trial achieved these results using 
targeted groups that only approximated the $FG donor segments. This suggests that more exact 
donor segmentation could produce greater responses in terms of both engagement and donations. 
 
The trial also produced useful lessons for testing and adopting the $FG findings. Future trial plans 
should build in sufficient preparation time and appropriate levels of staff resources to suit trial partners’ 
capacities and workloads. Organizations that want to integrate the $FG findings in their donor outreach 
efforts need to allot long planning periods, allow for possibly steep learning curves, and allocate 
sufficient staff time and resources to support the undertaking in their organizational context.  
 
The NFP trial raised the following questions for both NFP and the sector to explore:  
 

 How can NFP build on the additional exposure created through its campaign to continue 
driving awareness and ultimately engagement and conversion of new donor audiences?  

 What additional elements are needed to convert interested Facebook users to donors for NFP? 
Will embedding the donation page within the NFP website and redesigning the site following 
$FG principles sufficiently engage and reassure donors? What other modifications are needed?   

 How much would a broader, more robust social campaign – such as one that engages NFP 
champions and other NFP channels – influence outcomes?   

 How much of a difference would small, tactical changes make? For example, how much impact 
did using an external donation platform – as opposed to Facebook’s donation platform – have 
on donors’ confidence and trust in donating?   

 What differences in outcomes would be observed between an organization with growing 
expertise in marketing and donor engagement, and one with more sophisticated messaging 
and marketing structures? How much of the impact is driven specifically by the $FG insights 
rather than by more cohesive marketing in general?  

 What is the path to scale for extending the $FG learnings to other programmatic organizations 
looking to acquire, engage, and retain donors? Can other organizations replicate NFP’s level of 
learning with written guides, or is access to in-person expertise necessary?  
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Charity Navigator (CN), an independent evaluator of charities, provides objective information about 
charities’ operations in three dimensions: financial health, accountability and transparency, and 
results reporting. By doing so, CN aims to help people become more knowledgeable donors and to 
give them an easier way to donate. In 2015, more than 9 million potential donors visited their 
website, and they launched a donation platform – the Giving Basket – on it to streamline the process 
of giving to more than one organization. As of February 2017, site users had donated $19 million 
through the Giving Basket. CN’s extensive reach and influence in the philanthropic market made 
them an ideal partner for a $FG trial. 
 

TRIAL AT A GLANCE 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE Online information and giving platform 

OBJECTIVE 
Encourage site users to become more informed givers, and increase giving to both 
Charity Navigator and to the sector 

HYPOTHESES TESTED Reframing the giving conversation 

INTERVENTION LEVERS Brand positioning, messaging and promotion 

CHANNEL Selected pages on CN’s web platform 

EVALUATION  
DESIGN 

Phase 1: random 50-50 distribution of visitors to $FG-infused (test) and original 
(control) home pages 
Phase 2: random 50-50 distribution of visitors to $FG-infused (test) and original CN 
donation form 

 Phase 1: Home, search, Giving Basket pages 

KEY OUTCOMES 
MEASURED 
 

 
Donor engagement 
 Number of content pages 

viewed 
 

  
Greater giving 
 Number of clicks on Donate to this Charity buttons 
 Number of gifts through Giving Basket 
 Average gift amount through Giving Basket 

Phase 2: CN donation page 

 
  

Greater giving 
 Number of gifts to CN  
 Average gift amount to CN 

 Phase 1: Home, search, Giving Basket pages 

OUTCOMES OBSERVED 
($FG VS. CONTROL) 

  
Donor engagement 
 16% more content  

pages viewed (p = .0014) 

  
Greater giving 
 17% more clicks on Donate to this Charity button 

(p = .008) 
 4.7% larger gift on average (p = .03) 

Phase 2: CN donation page 

 
 

Greater giving 
 33.5% more likely to donate to CN (p = .011) 
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CN’s objectives 
 
CN wanted to test whether integrating the $FG insights on reframing the giving conversation into its 
messaging and the user experience would encourage donors to become more informed givers and 
encourage greater giving. The expectations were that the $FG-infused messaging would drive more 
users to explore giving resources, to give, and to give greater amounts. 
 
 

CHARITY NAVIAGATOR’S $FG-TARGETED CHANGE 
 

 
 
 
Designing the intervention  
 
The trial tested the impact of reframing the giving conversation through a comparison of status quo 
and $FG messaging on selected pages on the CN website. 
 
To reframe the giving conversation, CN worked with Camber to refine its brand positioning, 
messaging, and site content to incorporate the $FG elements. Because CN’s mission is to guide 
intelligent giving by providing independent, unbiased, objective, and transparent charity ratings, its 
website messaging traditionally focuses heavily on the informational aspects of informed giving.  
 
To incorporate the emotional drivers from the $FG learnings, Camber conducted a workshop with 
CN staff (the CEO, CMO, CPO, and CDO). CN and Camber worked together to reframe CN’s brand 
positioning as an aspirational shared purpose that unites CN’s core audiences – donors, charities, 
and influencers – around a common mission: helping donors to give smarter and to find charities that 
they can trust. CN worked with Camber to define a messaging platform that speaks to that shared 
purpose and reflects the $FG elements: 
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 Joyful: The content and images frame the exploration of 
giving options and act of giving as fulfilling a deeper 
meaning – and as fundamentally joyful. 

 Connected: The content provides opportunities to 
connect emotionally with the cause and organization. 
The images invite donors to see themselves in an 
aspirational light and to seek a connection with the 
organization. 

 Simple: The revised content is streamlined and focused 
on the shared purpose, with clear call to action buttons. 

 Dynamic: The content piques donors’ curiosity and 
gives them multiple ways to engage. Future efforts will 
invite them to evolve and grow their giving.  

 
CN and Camber worked together to identify opportunities to infuse elements of the $FG giving 
conversation throughout the donor’s experience on the CN platform. Building on this effort, CN 
worked with a web design firm to create alternative, $FG-infused versions of specific pages on its 
website, aiming to make the content joyful, connected, simple, and dynamic.  
 
Applying the trial evaluation methodology 
 
CN undertook two phases of trials, focusing first on user interaction with the home page and giving to 
charities through CN’s Giving Basket, and then on user interaction with CN’s own donation page. 
The second phase incorporated a key concept in integrating the $FG findings: iteration, with 
repeated testing of new elements in various deliveries to hone in on the most effective messaging.  
 
PHASE 1: NOVEMBER 2016–JANUARY 2017 
The first phase trial began on #GivingTuesday and ran through the high season for philanthropic 
giving.  
 
Facing time constraints, CN chose to focus on integrating $FG content on the three key pages: the 
home page, the search page, and the Giving Basket page. They did not modify the pages that get 
the highest traffic – the individual charity ratings pages – because of the scale of work that would 
have required for the more than 8,000 charities they report on.  
 
During the trial, half of the site visitors were shown the original home page and half were shown a 
version infused with the $FG elements. Because only the revised home page reflected a thorough 
integration of $FG elements, the analysis of results focused only on users who landed on either 
version of the home page during their visit. Those who saw the $FG-infused search or Giving Basket 
pages were included only if they also saw the revised home page.  
 
Changes to the home page were extensive; changes to the other two pages were more modest: 
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HOME PAGE 
 

 CONTROL $FG 

 
 
 

KEY CHANGES 
 Lead with shared purpose (aspirational), support with positioning (differentiator) 
 Show joyful imagery that reinforces aspirational self-image, creates connections 

between donor and CN 
 Simplify and elevate calls to action aligned with goals of informed giving and 

increased giving 
 Simplify and de-clutter content and visuals  

 
 

SEARCH RESULTS 
 

 CONTROL $FG 

 
KEY CHANGES 

 Simplify and elevate calls to action aligned with goal of increased giving 
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GIVING BASKET PAGE 
 

 CONTROL $FG 

 
 

KEY CHANGES 
 Lead with shared purpose (aspirational) 
 Show joyful imagery that reinforces aspirational self-image and creates connections 

between donor and CN 
 Simplify and elevate calls to action aligned with goals of informed giving and increased 

giving 

 
 
Analysis identified statistically significant differences in behavior and in giving between visitors who 
saw the original home page and those who saw the $FG-infused page. Measures of donor 
engagement included actions that imply a user wanted to learn or interact more:  
 

 Clicking on a resource page 
 Using the search tool 
 Registering with the site 

 
Measures of greater giving by donors included actions that show intent to give, as well as actual giving:  
 

 Clicking on the “Donate to This Charity” button  
 Donating to charities through the Giving Basket 
 Donating to CN  

 
For donations, CN looked at both the amount given by a donor to one charity and the total amount 
given by a donor to all charities.  
 
PHASE 2: FEBRUARY–JULY 2017 
The second phase trial ran through June and July, following a test run in February and March. In this 
phase, CN tested how incorporating $FG elements affected the user experience in giving to CN 
itself. They redesigned the donation form and the thank-you landing page to reflect the $FG 
elements in their content and visuals: 
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CHARITY NAVIGATOR DONATION FORM 
 

 CONTROL $FG 
 

 
 

KEY CHANGES 
 Lead with shared purpose (aspirational), support with positioning (differentiator) 
 Show joyful imagery that reinforces aspirational self-image and creates connections 

between donor and CN 
 Simplify and elevate calls to action aligned with goal of increased giving 
 Simplify and de-clutter content and visuals  

 
 
The measure of greater giving by donors during phase 2 focused on donating to CN, including both 
the numbers of donors giving and the amount given by a donor.  
 
A pre-trial test run revealed that the integration of $FG elements needed more work, as the $FG-
infused materials did not outperform the original materials. For the trial iteration, CN worked on 
revisions to strengthen the $FG elements: reframing the lead to be more aspirational, choosing a 
more positive testimonial to create a stronger connection, and simplifying the visual. A final revision 
eliminated one $FG element – information about other donors’ giving. CN plans to restore that 
element in a later iteration to test its effect on users’ giving.  
 
Outcomes observed: Evaluating $FG’s impact 
 
During the trial period, the CN platform received over 1.55 million visitors. Nearly 15,000 donors 
gave $9.5 million to charities through the site’s Giving Basket, an increase of 85% over the same 
period in the previous year. The results of the trial:  
 
$FG elements produced greater donor engagement… 
In phase 1, those who saw the $FG-infused home page looked for more information: they were 16.2% 
more likely to click on CN’s resource pages (p = .0014) than those who saw the original home page.  
 
…and spurred slight improvements in giving. 
In phase 1, those who saw the $FG-infused home page appeared motivated to donate: they were 
17.4% more likely to click the “Donate to this Charity” button on a charity rating page (p = .008) 
than were those who saw the original home page. (These users may also have seen the $FG-
infused search or Giving Basket pages.) But improvements in giving levels after the click were 
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modest. Among users who donated to any charity, those who saw the $FG-infused pages gave 
4.7% more on average (p = .03) than those who saw the original home page.  
 
In phase 2, viewers of $FG messaging were more likely to give to CN: those who saw the $FG-
infused donation form were 29.6% more likely to give to CN (p = .011) than those who did not. For 
phase 2, the difference in average giving levels between the two groups was not significant, once 
one large outlier was removed. 
 
However, they caused no significant changes in other donor behaviors. 
In phase 1, no significant differences appeared between the two groups of users for other measures 
of greater giving or proxy measures of donor engagement: length of time spent on the site, mailing 
list signup, website registration, whether donors gave to charities through the Giving Basket, and 
whether and how much users donated to CN.   
 
Integrating $FG: Organizational learnings  
 
Three key learnings from the CN trial show that integrating the $FG recommendations in an 
organization is not a one-time effort but an iterative learning process. Together, they point to the 
overarching need for organizations to allot appropriate time to the effort – to digest the findings, 
develop new messaging, test that messaging, review results, iterate, and instill the recommendations 
across the organization, step by step.  
 
Key 1: Access to expertise.  
To build their understanding of the $FG concepts, organizations need access to experts with 
knowledge and insights about the concepts and the time to absorb that expertise. Although CN staff 
had read the $FG 2015 report, they were uncertain of how best to implement the recommendations 
in their own context. The trial made possible direct access to expert support on $FG insights, 
marketing, and design, as well as data collection and evaluation. Early in the preparation stage for 
phase 1, a workshop facilitated by Camber engaged organization leaders in joint learning, 
exploration, and problem solving. This support proved valuable in setting the direction for the trial. 
Continued guidance and collaboration throughout the trial provided much-needed feedback on how 
best to translate the $FG recommendations into substantive changes and which measurement tools 
to use to collect and evaluate data. In addition, resources provided to the design firm helped the 
creatives bring the $FG concepts to life in CN’s messaging.  
 
 

 

“We are a more data-driven platform as a result of this trial. 
We’ve learned and we’ve grown from it, and we’re in a better 
place moving forward.”  
 

– Michael Thatcher, CEO 

  

 
 
Key 2: Ability to iterate.  
To obtain the best results from incorporating the $FG findings, organizations need to establish 
feedback loops, conduct beta tests, and plan sufficient time in the adoption process to iterate. 
Multiple tests allow real-time learning and adjustment of content or functionality, as well as the use of 
measurement techniques. And those tests enable greater connection with potential donors. A recent 
example is the iteration practiced by President Obama’s 2008 campaign, which used real-time 
feedback loops to test 24 combinations of images and text to quickly hone in on those that evoked 
the greatest engagement. In phase 1 of the CN trial, the six weeks allotted for planning the trial and 
designing the $FG content was tight, to meet the launch date on Giving Tuesday. That time frame 
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did not allow for pre-testing functionality or for building in real-time monitoring and iteration 
mechanisms. It restricted the assessment of minor wording changes relative to overall $FG 
differences. The limited availability of real-time feedback made CN cautious about incorporating the 
$FG findings into their digital platform wholesale, because they were uncertain about how the 
changes might affect year-end fundraising efforts. In phase 2, CN built in time for iteration, and that 
made for a stronger outcome. 
 
Key 3: An end-to-end donor experience.  
To have the greatest impact, organizations need to embed the $FG elements deeply across all 
marketing levers. More thorough integration across the donor experience enriches results but takes 
time. Organizations need to watch for breakdowns in the donor experience and focus their next, 
iterative efforts on those disconnections. During the trial period, timing and resource challenges 
allowed CN to put in place only portions of a full-fledged integration. The effect of that limitation is 
apparent in the funnel of impact – larger changes had larger impacts, but those gains diminished as 
users moved through the interaction and their experiences did not meet the expectations set at the 
start. CN has committed to integrating the $FG elements consistently.    
 
Through the trial, CN has acquired the comfort and competence with the $FG findings to act 
on these key learnings in the future. 
With support, time, and experience, CN has more fully absorbed the $FG concepts and is poised to 
continue implementing them. They are embarking on a redesign of the charity ratings pages on the 
site. They are partnering with three other key influencers in philanthropy – Guidestar, Global Giving, 
and Classy – to incorporate social impact metrics into those charity rating pages. And they plan to 
test further iterations of the $FG messaging within these pages and across the donor experience. 
 
 

 

“We have more creative from the trial that we will continue 
to implement to fully capture the joy, simplification, and 
connectedness [recommended by $FG].” 
 

– Tim Gamory, CPO 

  

 
 
Conclusions, open questions & next steps 
 
The trial produced useful lessons for testing and adopting the $FG findings. Plans for future trials 
should build in sufficient preparation time, considering competing organizational concerns. With more 
time, for example, CN could have built into the back end of their digital platform monitoring and 
evaluation processes that provided real-time data, which would have built confidence for making 
changes during the trial. Organizations also need to plan sufficient time for understanding and 
gaining confidence in the $FG findings. Key tools for future trials could be how-to guides that 
address both creative approaches and evaluative techniques, including feedback loops on donor 
engagement. 
 
The CN trial raised several questions that will be useful for CN, and the sector at large, to continue to 
explore:  
 

• As CN continues to infuse $FG insights through the rest of the donor experience in navigating 
its platform, will the greater gains in earlier donor engagement translate into greater giving?  

• Do aspects of the $FG elements need to be tailored to appeal to different audiences? For 
example, is CN’s audience more or less skeptical than most donors, and therefore in need of 
slightly different messaging?  
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• What are effective opportunities to create more dynamic giving behavior, such as 
encouraging donors to review their giving portfolios each year? What is the ultimate impact 
(intended and unintended) of that behavior change on giving levels, organizational stability, 
and informed giving?  

• Beyond near-term increases in engagement and giving levels, what is the impact of $FG on 
long-term donor loyalty and giving?  

• How much impact can a single platform have on the overall goal of driving a step change in 
Americans’ giving behavior? What additional social interventions are needed to reinforce and 
strengthen such a change?  
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Seattle Foundation (SeaFdn) is a community foundation that provides access to expert counsel and 
community knowledge to elevate donors’ giving from transactional check-writing to transformative 
social investments. They have been developing a curriculum, Giving with Goals™, to engage more 
deeply with donors. They aim to use insights derived through delivery of the curriculum to help 
donors and advisors develop strong donor giving plans and align on how SeaFdn can help donors 
become more effective philanthropists. SeaFdn wants to use the curriculum to engage new donors 
brought in through family philanthropy, to better meet the needs of existing donors, and to help 
donors develop thoughtful, responsible giving plans to address community needs. The organization’s 
focus on engaged, informed giving made it a good partner for a $FG trial. 
 
 

TRIAL AT A GLANCE 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL TYPE Traditional giving platform and advisory services 

OBJECTIVE 
Deepen engagement with donors and their families, and provide a tool to strengthen 
the broader network of community foundations 

HYPOTHESES TESTED 
Targeting high-potential segments 
Correcting misconceptions (incorporated but not tested) 

INTERVENTION LEVERS Giving offer, messaging and promotion, donor relations and retention 

CHANNEL Print curriculum used by philanthropic advisors in face-to-face sessions with donors 

EVALUATION  
DESIGN 

Qualitative testing with philanthropic advisors and donors to gather feedback and 
improve curriculum  

OUTCOMES MEASURED 
 

 
Donor engagement 
 Perceived value in improving relationship 
 Perceived value in helping SeaFdn meet donor needs 
 Perceived value in informing donors’ giving plans 
 Recommended adjustments to curriculum or delivery 

OUTCOMES OBSERVED 

  
Donor engagement 
 Mostly positive response that curriculum changes inspired introspection and 

conversation that will help community foundations deepen relationships with 
donors, better meet donor needs, and better help donors design giving plans  
that meet their motivations and overcome their hesitations 

 Opportunities for improvement identified 
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SeaFdn’s objectives for the trial 
 
SeaFdn wanted to increase incoming giving to donor-assisted funds and outgoing giving to charities, 
while increasing informed giving by donors. They also wanted to develop a strong curriculum to 
distribute to and help other community foundations. The expectations were that incorporating $FG 
insights on donor segmentation and correcting donor misperceptions would help the organization 
develop stronger relationships with donors, as well as guide donors in developing more informed 
giving plans. 
 
 

SEATTLE FOUNDATION’S $FG-TARGETED CHANGE 
 

 
 

 
 
Designing the intervention 
 
The trial was designed as a qualitative assessment by donors and philanthropic advisors of the value 
of incorporating the $FG insights in the Giving with Goals curriculum. It tested the impact of 
incorporating the $FG learnings on different donor segments’ motivations, hesitations, and needs. 
The trial was also designed to reveal opportunities for improvement and to test iterations of the 
content and the delivery. Other $FG elements incorporated in the trial included learnings on narrative 
and on correcting misconceptions, but these were not explicitly evaluated.  
 
To target high-potential donor segments, SeaFdn worked with Camber to customize the 
curriculum delivery by donor segment. To help advisors identify donors by segment, SeaFdn and 
Camber modified the $FG segmentation tool,2 reframing the segments as “giving personalities.” 
Together SeaFdn and Camber developed a facilitator guide containing tips about each segment and 
messages that resonate with each segment.  

                                                      
 
2 Available for free download and use at CamberCollective.com/MoneyforGood 
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EXAMPLE EXCERPT FROM FACILITATOR GUIDE 
 

 

 
 
Camber helped SeaFdn create a series of engaging exercises designed to encourage deeper 
conversations about donor hesitations, motivations, and needs for SeaFdn support, and to guide 
donors through developing or refining their giving plans. One of the exercises enabled donors to 
validate or contradict their defined segment and talk about which aspects match or do not match 
their motivations and hesitations. If the donors were part of a family group, the conversation included 
a discussion of similarities, differences, and opportunities for family members’ giving personalities to 
complement one another. Advisors then tailored their delivery of the remaining curriculum – and the 
type of support they offered – to the distinct needs of each donor.  
 
To correct donor misconceptions, SeaFdn added a budgeting exercise to the facilitation guide. 
The exercise asks donors to think about their budget for the upcoming year and encourages them to 
consider growth by asking about their three-year aspirations. The completed facilitation guide will 
provide benchmarks specific to SeaFdn donors – both averages for a given donor as well as 
aspirational ranges – to help donors assess their giving relative to that of others. The facilitation 
guide also suggests ways for advisors to talk about budget with donors from the different segments, 
which have distinct hesitations.  
 
Beyond the two hypotheses, Camber helped SeaFdn identify opportunities to infuse the $FG 
learnings into the curriculum, as well as to streamline and strengthen it. SeaFdn and Camber made 
broad changes to make the curriculum more cohesive, streamlined, and joyful; to incorporate 
conversations about where to target impact; and to encourage more dynamic follow-up and 
reevaluation once a donor’s giving plan is complete.  
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OVERVIEW OF REVISED GIVING WITH GOALSTM CURRICULUM 
 

 
 
 
Applying the trial evaluation methodology 
 
To gather feedback on the new content, SeaFdn held six trial runs with donors, philanthropic 
advisors, and other stakeholders to validate and refine the giving personalities against the results of 
the $FG segmentation tool and to engage donors in conversations about their hesitations, 
motivations, and needs for SeaFdn support. Donors answered the 10 questions in the $FG 
segmentation tool, as part of a simplified online intake survey, and then met with philanthropic 
advisors, who worked through the exercises with them and then guided them through developing or 
refining their giving plan. Due to constraints on donor time, the budgeting exercise was conducted 
with only one donor couple. SeaFdn may conduct additional tests to vet the impact of that exercise.   
 
Four trial runs were held with current SeaFdn donors (7 people) and two with philanthropic advisors 
from community foundations in Seattle (8 people) and Oregon (10 people). The exercises delivered 
were modified slightly, on the basis of the advisors’ experiences with the donors. An observer 
participated in the sessions to make notes on what went well and what did not. When possible, 
participants filled out a feedback form to share their perceptions of the donor engagement and greater 
giving questions.  
 
The assessment addressed specific questions related to the $FG hypotheses tested:  
 
DONOR ENGAGEMENT  

• Did the exercises spur conversation among donors and philanthropic advisors? 
• Were they useful in helping engage donors and build a relationship?  

 
GREATER GIVING 

• Did these exercises help advisors better understand donors’ giving patterns and concerns?  
• Will what advisors learned about donors help them better meet donor needs or better advise 

donors on defining or strengthening giving plans?   
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ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENTS 
The assessment also sought to identify ideas for improvement in both content and delivery, through 
these questions: 
 

• How accurately did the giving personalities match donor self-perceptions? 
• What aspects should be changed? What should be kept?  
• What needs to change to strengthen delivery?  
 

Outcomes observed: evaluating $FG’s impact 
 
Unlike the web-based CN and NFP trials, the SeaFdn effort focused on a more traditional avenue – 
face-to-face advisor-to-donor facilitation – that inspires deeper relationships but has a longer time 
horizon to see change. Thus, this trial was structured as a case study to understand how the $FG 
insights influenced the perceptions of donors and philanthropic advisors, not as a formal outcome 
evaluation. The findings are based on observation and qualitative self-reports by participants in the trial 
runs – a relatively small number of people. They are indicative of SeaFdn’s experience testing this 
content.   
 
The giving personalities were largely on point. 
Research shows that the $FG donor segmentation tool has a statistical accuracy of 80% in predicting 
donor segments on the basis of 10 questions. This was reflected in the trial – most donors reported 
that the giving personality identified by the tool best matched their attitudes and behaviors about giving. 
Most notably, when SeaFdn tested withholding the donors’ segmentation results and instead asking 
donors to select the giving personality that best matched them, those donors independently selected 
the same personality as the tool predicted. That said, although most participants agreed with most of 
the attitudinal and behavioral characteristics in their giving personality, none agreed with all. Advisors 
found that encouraging donors to identify the aspects that aligned most with their thinking – and 
eliminate those that did not – produced learnings that advisors could use in their customized 
engagement with donors.     
 
 

 

“The Giving Personalities exercise helped me the most. I had 
an ‘aha’ moment here. I am grappling with identifying a role 
model who can help me define myself as a philanthropist.” 
 

– Participating philanthropist 

  

 
 
Talking about donors’ motivations and hesitations led to meaningful conversation.  
Donors accredited the discussions with helping them recognize their own motivations and hesitations. 
One donor identified by the segmentation tool as a Cautious Striver reported that the exercise “validated 
that there are others like me – it’s okay to feel this way.” In this case, the conversation identified the 
donor’s need for a mentor. Another donor identified as a Cautious Striver recognized his hesitations were 
based on his modest upbringing, and realized how they were holding him back now that he is financially 
comfortable. 
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“Nearly every donor and advisor had an ‘aha’ and we heard 
several people comment on how helpful it was to see the 
many ways we can provide support.” 
 

– Kim Wright, Director, Family Philanthropy, Seattle Foundation  

  

 
 
Most advisors reported that talking explicitly about donors’ motivations, hesitations, and needs for 
support helped build rapport and strengthen their relationships with the donors. Donors revealed 
insights about themselves and their families that deepened the sense of connection. In some cases, 
relatives with different giving personalities recognized how their styles could enhance one another. 
Talking explicitly about guilt as a barrier, and how to deal with it, was particularly useful when talking 
with donors about bringing the next generation of their family into the giving experience.  
 
Most donors and philanthropic advisors felt the experience would help in developing donors’ 
giving plans and needs for support 
Both donors and advisors reported that the exercises produced insights that advisors could 
incorporate into the aid they provide in developing donors’ giving plans and in providing long-term 
support. Most highlighted the motivations, hesitations, and needs for support section as a way to talk 
about how SeaFdn can support donors in reaching their full giving potential, whether through 
facilitating tough conversations or helping donors network.  
 
Donors working with advisors who were less comfortable with the content – or did not yet have the 
experience to translate the learnings into how SeaFdn might engage differently with the donor – 
found the exercises slightly less useful. A subset of advisors was skeptical of the utility of the 
segmentation, perceiving it as “too general” or “putting donors into a box.” Without seeing in practice 
how segment insights could inform their engagement with donors, they struggled to understand how 
the insights could be helpful. 
 
Owing to donors’ time constraints, the budgeting exercise was tested during the trial with only one donor 
couple. They reported that it was useful to have an explicit conversation about their aspirations and to 
set goals. There was no conversation about benchmarks; Camber recommends that SeaFdn compare 
benchmarks for their donor base (average plus aspirations) against national averages, and test which 
benchmarks resonate most with their donors (e.g., percentage of income, percentage of assets).   
 
The magic is in the facilitation. 
The comfort of the advisors with the $FG learnings – and their ability to pull the insights that donors 
shared into the conversation about how SeaFdn could help them meet their motivations and address 
hesitations – made the crucial difference in donor reactions, moving from “that was an interesting self-
reflection” to “I see how this will help me work with SeaFdn to become a wiser and more effective 
philanthropist.” In many ways, the skill of the experienced advisors at building rapport, keeping the 
exercises short and engaging, and building on the insights to reach an explicit “so what?” for the donor 
defined the usefulness of the curriculum in meeting both donor and SeaFdn goals.   
 
Framing content and delivery from the donor perspective is important. 
Before testing began, SeaFdn and Camber reframed the donor segments to be donor facing – 
designating them as giving personalities instead of donor segments and renaming some to be more 
positive (e.g., Unengaged Critics became Skeptics). During testing, additional opportunities arose:  
 

• Reframed negative characteristics as strengths (e.g., Skeptics’ distrust of nonprofits became 
healthy doubts that can push traditional assumptions) 
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• Removed silhouettes, names, and gender-specific pronouns from the personalities imagery, 
as they proved off-putting and reflected perceived unconscious cultural and gender biases 

• Reframed key barriers to giving as questions to promote engagement (e.g., for Busy 
Idealists, “feeling overwhelmed” became “How can SeaFdn help you simplify your giving?”)  

 
During testing, smaller modifications were made to the framing of descriptors for each profile. 
 
Exercises were more productive when the segmentation tool results were masked and revealed at 
the end. When donors were allowed to self-identify – by seeing descriptors of all giving personalities 
and circling the aspects they identified with most – the exercise felt more engaging, and donors still 
found themselves aligned with the segment that the tool identified for them.    
 
Integrating $FG: Organizational learnings  
 
Key 1. $FG skills and comfort level strongly affect successful outcomes. 
Because face-to-face interactions facilitate learning, success in applying the $FG insights and the 
curriculum as a whole depends on the advisors’ comfort level and skills – in understanding the 
segments, in gaining insights about donors’ concerns and using them to help tailor curriculum 
delivery and provide ongoing support, and in helping donors define giving plans. Becoming adept 
calls for concentrated knowledge transfer. This could be achieved through a workshop to train 
advisors and allow them to practice with one another, with follow-up as they grow in their practice. 
Because segmentation in particular is an underused muscle in the philanthropic sector, applying it 
successfully requires extra learning and practice to understand the research, see the alignment 
within subgroups, and practice facilitating and infusing it into donor engagement. 
 
The advisors in the Oregon group, who were 5–10 years into their career, reported finding the $FG 
insights more useful. Advisors with less experience will need a longer ramp-up time, to learn both the 
advisory skills and the $FG content.  
 
Key 2. Iteration reveals improvements as well as issues. 
Some repackaging and reframing of $FG content helped advisors understand it quickly. Testing the 
curriculum with advisors and then sequentially with different groups during the trial allowed the 
incorporation of refinements to wording and delivery while keeping the content true to $FG learnings. 
A key goal for advisors is to build comfort with the merger of reframing the giving conversation at the 
organization level and applying segmentation to help personalize what that reframing means for 
individuals.   
 
 

 

“Your research has helped us REALLY understand 
roadblocks and hesitations.” 
 

– Kim Wright, Director, Family Philanthropy, Seattle Foundation  

  

 
 
There is significant demand for the curriculum among foundation partners.  
Beyond the high-level content in the $FG report, there is a thirst in the sector for implementation 
frameworks and donor-facing language, such as in a facilitation guide. When SeaFdn presented its 
emerging $FG-infused curriculum at a national conference, it evoked broad interest by 80 community 
foundations in potentially licensing and using the curriculum. SeaFdn is planning to continue 
refinement of the curriculum and distribute it in 2018, and the community foundation network appears 
to be ready. SeaFdn is looking for a partner and funder to make training accessible for philanthropic 
advisors of smaller community foundations. 
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Conclusions: Open questions & next steps 
 
The trial produced promising results for donor engagement through the use of segmentation, both to 
help donors recognize their style of giving and to help advisors deepen their conversations with 
donors and build stronger relationships. Whether the budget exercise is an effective way to correct 
donor misperceptions remains an open question. 
 
The SeaFdn trial raised the following questions for both SeaFdn and the field to explore:  
 

• What tools and resources are needed to accelerate the learning curve for philanthropic 
advisors who work with donors, particularly on underused skills such as segmentation?  

• Would the increase in advisor effectiveness (and therefore donor outcomes) justify the 
incremental cost of training? Is there a risk of unintended consequences in distributing tools 
and materials without providing training? 

• How successfully does the budgeting exercise – and sharing benchmarks appropriate to the 
donor base – inspire conversations with donors about their capacity and aspirations to give? 
Does it help donors establish stretch goals for giving? And over time, how well are donors 
able to meet those goals?  

 

 


